Flexible PCB-MEMS flow sensor
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Abstract

A flexible gas flow sensor was developed and characterized. The sensor was fabricated on a flexible PCB substrate and is able to quantify flow rate based on the thermal transfer principle. Direct electrical communication to the macroworld is achieved, while the effective thermal isolation enhances sensor performance. Characterization in the range of 1-10 SLPM is presented.
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1. Introduction

For the past decades, the academy and industry standard regarding MEMS sensors involves the use of a rigid Si wafer as the substrate material on which various structures are formed based on standard micromechanics processes [1]. A relatively recent development in the sensors/actuators field concerns the adoption of printed circuit boards (PCBs) as the substrate material on which structures are formed [2-6]. The resulting devices are often termed “PCB-MEMS” and present advantages stemming from the implementation of organic polymers as the substrate materials related to the thermal and dielectric properties they exhibit. A further advantage is the possibility for direct electrical communication to the macroworld, as the sensor elements can be directly integrated to the metal tracks of the PCB. A current trend in the PCB industry concerns the constantly increasing use of flexible electronics. Although this is not still a totally mature field, a number of novel processes, materials and products have been presented [7-9].

In this paper we present a flexible gas flow sensor. The sensor is fabricated on a flexible PCB substrate and is able to quantify flow rate based on the thermal transfer principle. In general, the use of flexible flow sensors allows for field measurements in environments whereby a rigid sensing device
would yield either non-accurate results, or could even perturb the measured quantity. In this context, flexible flow sensors have been used in the measuring of the flow field [10 -14].

2. Fabrication Technology

The fabrication technology of the presented thermal sensor is described in detail elsewhere [15], and it essentially presents a targeted advance of a well-established technology by our group which allows the direct integration of thermal sensors on rigid PCBs [16]. When using the Kapton foil instead of the common rigid FR4 substrate significant performance enhancement arises. As previously stated, Kapton exhibits a lower thermal conductivity value compared to FR4 (0.15 instead of 0.2 mW/K) and also is significantly thinner (100 μm compared to at least 1mm). The reduced heat dissipation to the substrate in static conditions was experimentally verified in [15], whereby it was found that the temperature increase of a resistor fabricated on the flexible substrate was 77% higher than that of a corresponding resistor fabricated on a regular PCB, referring to the same applied power values.

3. Device Operation – Measurement Setup

The sensor operation is based on the hot-wire principle, whereby the cooling of a heater resistor is monitored as a function of the flow within the tube. A cylindrical flow tube itself (CT) was formulated by implementing the very same Kapton sheet that constitutes the substrate material on which the sensor has been integrated. As shown in Fig 2, the Kapton sheet is folded so that the surface incorporating the sensor remains in the inner side of the formed cylinder. The sensor was evaluated under nitrogen flow rate. Within the formatted tube, the flowing gas comes in contact with the sensor, which has been adapted to the CT curvature. The CT ends are accurately adjusted at two rigid pipes, the inner radius of which defines the radius of the flow field circular crossection. The electrical connection of the device to the measuring setup is made at the terminal ends of the copper lines, which remain free standing as
they are detached from the main cylinder body. The terminating edges of the Kapton substrate are hermetically sealed by implementing a special double sided sealing tape. For the purposes of the specific evaluation experiments, the designated tube radius was 6mm yielding a crossection surface of 113mm$^2$.

4. Results - Discussion

In Fig. 3 the sensor calibration curve in the range of 0-10 SLPM is shown, for the two distinct current values of $I_1=40mA$ and $I_2=60mA$. The sensor signal in this case is defined as the normalized resistance change $\Delta R/R_o$ where $\Delta R=R-R_o$, $R$ is the resistance value of the heating element and $R_o$ is the resistance value at zero flow. It can be shown that $\Delta R/R_o$ is directly proportional to the element temperature change:

$$\frac{\Delta R}{R_o} = \alpha \Delta T$$  

Expressing the sensor signal in terms of the normalized resistance and the corresponding temperature change, offers a more global perspective as it allows the comparison of data coming from different measurements and potentially from different devices.

The results concerning the sensor calibration curve are depicted in this manner. In the left y-axis the normalized resistance change is shown as a function of the flow rate, while the right y-axis depicts the corresponding temperature change. As expected, higher operating current implies a greater amount of thermal energy generated at the heater vicinity, with a subsequent gain on device sensitivity.

![Fig. 3: The sensor signal as a function of the flow rate for heater operating currents of 40mA and 60mA](image)
5. Conclusions
Overall, a flexible thermal sensor for the measuring of gas flow was presented. The device is the advanced prototype of a fabrication technology which allows the direct integration of MEMS sensors on printed circuit boards. The flow sensor is a result of a relatively simple fabrication process, with low equipment needs. The electrical communication of the heating/sensing element to the Cu macropads is obtained in a direct manner, this way eliminating the need for wire bonding. The latter, beyond the process simplification by one stage and the increased device robustness, also allows for an obstacle-free sensor surface to the flow field, this way achieving minimally invasive measurements.

The sensor was evaluated in the 0-10 SLPM flow range under the hot-wire operating principle, for two heater current values. A high sensor sensitivity was revealed by the calibration curves, far higher than the sensitivity exhibited from the PCB-MEMS flow sensor fabricated on a rigid substrate, a fact that is attributed to the more efficient thermal isolation provided by the Kapton substrate as compared to FR4.
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